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a result of joint 
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Q2:  Unlike other sūrahs that begin with ‘Alif Laam Meem’,
Sūrah Rūm does not mention the greatness of the
Holy Qur’an overtly in the following Ayat, rather it is
shown through 04
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not one of the causes of breaking a promise?
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Q5:  Habitual and carefree sinning had consumed the soul
of these evil doers to a point that they did not only
disproved the Divine Message but also mocked
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forgiven

Seek help from 
idols of other 

tribes

Turn hostile 
toward these 
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Fall on their 
knees to beg 

for intercession

Q6:  On the Day of Verdict, when the idolaters are mustered,
they will realize that those objects of worship, whom
they thought to be their intercessor, are not capable of
solving their problems, they will 
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Q6:  On the Day of Verdict, when the idolaters are mustered,
they will realize that those objects of worship, whom
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NOTE:  The Arabic word ‘yublisu’ is derived from ’iblas’ which means a grief that has appeared 
because of intensity of despair. The term ’Iblis’ is also derived from the same word. (al-islam.org)
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will feel agony and utmost humiliation when they are
‘arraigned’.  Which of the following Arabic terms is the
indicator of the same? 16

Muḥ'ḍarūn Kaddhabū Liqāil-ākhirati
Fa-ulāika fil -

ʿadhāb
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Q11:  Ayat 20 marks the beginning of seven ayaats in the
sūrah that begin with the phrase, ‘And one of His signs’. 
How many of these ayaats are contiguous?
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Three Four Five Six
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lead to
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Q15:  The phrase, sleeping night* and day is appended by
‘‘your’’.  What is this hinting toward?
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Can be 
adapted to 
based on 

needs

Chiding about 
sleeping all the 

time

Detractors 
follow a 

reverse pattern

Describing the 
blessings of 
staying up 
during the 

Night of Qadr

*The main program of sleeping relates to night, and for the sake of the rest, 

emerged from darkness, night consists of a special precedence in this respect.
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into ashes and therefore are cause of fear.  How can
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not hit

Heralds rainfall
It will strike the 
nonbelievers

It will burn only 
what is 
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Q17:  Another interesting fact soliciting contemplation in
ayaats 20-25 is that each has mentioned two* sections
of Tawhid.  One being the preamble, while the other 

G

Strengthens it Is a preface Contradicts it Summarizes it

**It is like bringing two witnesses for proving a claim (Tafseer-e-Namooma)
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party exulting in what they have adopted as their 
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Fits their carnal 
desires

Polytheism 
instills pride in 

the chosen 
method

Restricted by 
their sensuality 

Union and 
Unity among 

the tribes 
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hopeful and patient when tried as they consider the
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Q24:  Other than being the harbinger of rainfall, wind 
brings many other glad tidings.  Which of the following
are additional good news carried in the wind?
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